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COMPLIMENTARY CALL

Fully embracing feminine energy helps us in every aspect of our lives – whether at work, in
relationships, overall communication, manifesting a career change, or anything in between.

 
Tapping into your feminine energy doesn’t mean letting go of all your masculine energy. It’s

all about achieving the perfect balance. So many of us have abandoned femininity altogether
while trying to survive in a hyper-masculine world.

 
Achieving balance between feminine and masculine energy helps us to thrive rather than

merely survive.
 

Need help balancing love and business? 
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Hi!  I'm Trish, a licensed and certified femininity coach
supporting women just like you thrive in both love and

business.  
 

As a busy award winning entreprenuer and wife of over a
decade, I too struggled with achieving the perfect balance

of professional success and maintaining a loving
relationship.   This nearly upended my family before I

uncovered the blindspots in love and business.  
 

I've set out to help other women learn how to truly
balance these energies, so that you can achieve a natural

balance and overall happiness in every aspect of life. 
 

With gently hand holding or no holds bar approach, let
your intuition guide you to taking the step your life

deserves!
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Both men and women have masculine energy.  Oftentimes, we are unaware
of exactly which energy we are in.  Not knowing the difference between
masculine and feminine energy in love and business is a blindspot that's

revealed through failed attempts, arguments and more.
 

Masculine energy is slow moving energy.  It is analytical, hunting, leading, and
giving.  It is your masculine energy that goes after opportunities and success.

It is competitive and task oriented.  
 

Many women in business are mascuilne energy dominated.  So how does that
masculinity show up in your relationship?  Well typically, if your unbalanced
in your energies and more masculine energy dominated, this may cause your
partner to either yield into his feminine energy, or stand his ground and start

to compete in areas that you maybe unaware of. 

MASCULINE ENERGY
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Both men and women have feminine
energy.  The understanding of how feminine

energy attracts masculine energy will help
you earn more sales, create deeper

connections in business and keep your
partner interested in you.

 
Feminine energy is fast moving energy.  It is

creative, soft, kind and receiving energy.
Emotions resides within feminine energy.

 
Women in business whose careers

encompass creative types, music or even 
 sports are feminine energy lead.  Feminine

energy is fluid, flowing and moving.  
 

If your feminine energy dominated with
unbalanced masculine energy, you may

experience emotionally charged
misunderstandings, people pleasing and

failure to thrive.  
 

Increasing your knowledge on exactly how
your unique feminine energy is used,

expressed and understood will aid you in
leveling up your career and being treated as

an equal in your romantic partnership. 

FEMININE ENERGY
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The balancing act of success in love and business should be approached with a positive
mindset and strategy.  You could spend years building your business while watching

your relationship dwindle, not attract the right partner for you while being mislabled as
bossy, a work-a-holic or worse.

 
You've learned how to create opportunities for yourself, but have you learned how to
balance your professional success with personal fulfillment?  Would you like to attract

more sales, more love or both?
 

That's where I come in.  I've taken the first step (masculine) to reach out to those who
want to receive (feminine) all the positive goodies of life.  Follow the link below to

schedule a complimentary 30 min Win In Love & Business call and let's uncover your
blindspots and attract more love! 

 

BALANCE 
LOVE & BUSINESS
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